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Sorry Mom, Your Floss Dancing Is Just Embarrassing - WSJ
Dance gives a social experience. It's about a creativity and
expression. We can do things when we dance that can't be done
otherwise.
Why do we like to dance--And move to the beat? - Scientific
American
Sky Arts announces a major new documentary series for
broadcast this April; an in-depth and up-close exploration of
the motivations, provocations and.
Why does bass make you want to dance?
What do we know about dancing from the Bible? There are
several well-known episodes that are referred to first and
foremost. The dance of Miriam, of course.
Why do we like to dance--And move to the beat? - Scientific
American
Sky Arts announces a major new documentary series for
broadcast this April; an in-depth and up-close exploration of
the motivations, provocations and.

Every society on earth has music blended into its culture, and
music, inevitably, brings dance. But why are we so driven to
move our limbs.

What we do. Here at Stages we offer only the most technically
sound, current and most importantly, safe training for our
students in a friendly and warm.

Spend an enjoyable evening with friends old and new just as
they did in the 18th Here is a sample of one of the dances
that we do at our monthly Colonial.

Humans may be good at dancing, but that does not mean the
skill is to compare our tangos or ballets to the movements we
see in animals.
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These are the reasons why i dance. There might me on A handful
of persons in the World that might come close but not better
then me.
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Starting with the good, I dance because it helps me build
confidence on and off the stage, it helps me stay active and
build strength, and it helps me relieve stress. I felt more
confident, I was certainly more fit I lost 50 lbs and I almost
felt beautiful and sexy .
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